, where a is the proportion of families with recombination 01, the remainder having 00. The ascertainment measure is the same for Ho and H1 and may be neglected once fl has been estimated, giving (P(Oi, Mi Si; 01, a, f) Zi = log~P (i, Mi Si; 0.5, 0, h) ' [2]
Logarithm of odds (lod) scores are the standard for linkage mapping of major genes. "Clearly this method has several advantages, among them its reliability in small as well as large samples, its dependence solely on elementary laws of probability, and the ease with which all kinds of families and pedigrees may be combined" (1) . It is conservative when the sample size *is fixed (2) , but it minimizes the number of observations required for significance in the sequential test (3) . In codominance, random mating, known marker allele frequencies pj, and no informative other relatives (Ri = 0). Table 2 gives probabilities derived from the three conditional transmission matrices (16 In sequential analysis the data form a succession of samples (3). The test continues with no decision so long as B < Z < A. Linkage is declared significant when Z > A and is rejected when Z < B. Conventional use of sequential analysis requires preassignment of (3, which simplifies the calculation of expected sample sizes and power in theoretical work. For applications these desirable properties are less important than efficient detection of linkage by using the ML estimates of (3. The lod test remains valid and highly efficient (23 (20) . Following the direction set by Carey and Williamson (32), Risch and Zhang (15) showed that the number of sib pairs required to detect linkage can be dramatically reduced by typing phenotypically extreme pairs, since pairs near the median are (almost) uninformative. This argues strongly against the Hasemann and Elston method, which weights each pair equally. In our model the absolute value of f is a weight consistent with the observations of Risch and Zhang (15 (17) introduced the "possible triangle method" that confines estimates to biological possibility, although there are still two independent (but constrained) parameters and so this modification is only asymptotically valid. It is not applicable to relatives other than sibs, to a quantitative trait (except by truncation), or to unaffected individuals, and therefore it cannot use the extreme discordant pairs that Risch and Zhang (15) showed to be most informative. Even for affected pairs it does not consider severity, which in our model is described by f. Affection is particularly uninformative for traits like atopy or asthma, which are common and inherently quantitative.
Limitations of earlier methods are removed when lods are expressed in terms of conditional probabilities that are functions of a single parameter (3 that accounts for nearly all of the noncentrality parameter of the possible triangle. Although the definition of f and utilization of multipoint markers and information from relatives may be improved, we are not far from a synthesis that will provide for polygenes the efficiency and reliability that lod scores gave to mapping of major loci 40 years ago.
